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ABSTRACT 

Even though there are one of a kind styles of governments, democracy is the 

handiest authorities in which the will of the human beings is completely protected. 

In other sorts of governments like monarchy , oligarchy , as opposed to exceptional 

energy centers, there may be one power center. That power middle can be someone 

or a group of people. those forms of governments are conducting their 

administration in the name of humans even though they don‘t have a mandate from 

the human beings. In this sort of gadget the residents may be quiet unhappy with the 

governments and don't have any position within the administration. alternatively, in 

democracy the hundreds are linked with the government in the form of periodic 

elections but all of them can not actively take part within the election.  

However in ancient Greek city states and in some much less populated european 

countries, human beings can actively participate within the democracy inside the 

form of some direct democratic3 strategies like referendum4 , initiative five and so 

on. With the phenomenal boom of populace all over the world especially after the 

economic revolution6 , the idea of direct democracy has misplaced its attraction. So 

in its location people started electing their representatives to symbolize them inside 

the legislature and speak for them within the meeting. herbal question comes to our 

mind at this juncture is who are these representatives and what's their qualifications 

to symbolize the humans. a frontrunner must be a replica of the hundreds and he 

should be capable of convey all wishes and aspirations of the humans, no matter rich 

or poor, within the meeting (Kothari, 2005).  
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INTRODUCTION  

Article 324 of the Indian constitution explicitly states that superintendence, direction 

and control of elections to be vested with Election fee of India (ECI). The ECI is a 

permanent and an unbiased frame especially to make sure loose and truthful 

elections within the usa. so as to make sure loose and honest elections, right 

electoral reforms needs to be in region. The Parliament and political events had 

sufficient time to behave up on their primary goals specially regarding electoral 

reforms. but there appears a planned put off in shifting toward this route considering 

the fact that independence. In our united states of america, calculated political glide 

has become one of the best impediments in the direction of accomplishing 

democratic reforms. Elections have a primary function within the organisation and 

illustration of political systems in an elegant and democratic style. There lies the 

significance of ECI in purifying politicians and political parties and the entire 

democratic system. The initiatives to reform elections taken by way of the ECI, 

ultimate court and diverse Civil Society businesses (CSO) have widespread public 

assist additionally. when Parliament, the excellent regulation making group in a 

democracy, refuses to act notably on matters referring to the ethics and rectitude of 

its personal functioning, handiest recourse before the publicspirited citizen is to 

approach judiciary. The judiciary has then taken the decision to interpret the 

regulation and push the device toward reforms. The ECI facilitates to revamp and 

reanalyze the equipment by now not permitting the judiciary to overact the 

Parliament to maintain the spirit of the people.  

1.1 UNDERSTANDING ELECTORAL REFORMS  

In contrast to many different international locations, which have got independence 

along side India, election has been a ordinary exercising in India when you consider 

that its inception. regular elections had been taken into consideration as the principal 

driving force at the back of strengthening of the concept of democracy in India. In 

other phrases, the periodic election has legitimized the idea of democracy in India. 

Elections are considered as the powerful device in the hands of the human beings to 

specific their needs and also guns to use towards the ruling government. The classic 
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instance of the exercising of such strength can be visible in 1975, whilst congress 

celebration changed into defeated right away after the imposition of countrywide 

emergency. There are some reservations approximately the manner wherein our 

democracy is functioning and the manner in which election is performed specifically 

among the public. that is specifically due to the diverse ill outcomes in the electoral 

device. there is a fashionable feeling that the defects within the electoral method 

should be corrected within the course of time for the smooth functioning of 

democracy. but so far this did no longer befell in India. those distortions inside the 

laws governing the election at the middle stage as well as on the country degree can 

be corrected with the aid of making suitable amendments inside the concerned law. 

For that a robust authorities with will electricity is needed at the middle. but sadly 

this doesn‘t happen in India until now (Kumar, 2009) 3. 

1.2 ELECTORAL REFORMS BROUGHT UP TO NOW IN INDIA 

There are many tips and hints in front of the government to make our electoral 

system best. however none of those guidelines have been prevalent through the 

government. a number of the predominant reforms brought in India to this point are 

given below:  

1. widely wide-spread adult suffrage has been introduced in India.  

2. employees's who are deputed to the election responsibility have come at once 

beneath ECI.  

3. standards to endorse the nomination papers for the election of RS, SLC has been 

expanded.  

4. In case of any type malpractices in a polling station at some point of the ballot  

time, ECI is empowered to cancel the election or postpone the election of that 

precise polling station or constituency (RPA, 1951).  

 
3 Bhalla R. P, “Election in India” (1973) 
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5. little by little, EVM‘s has been brought in all of the elections across the state. Of 

late, Voter Verifiable Paper Audit Trial has (VVPAT) has additionally been added 

within the ultimate general election  

6. countrywide Honors Act (NHA) has been passed by means of the Parliament and 

violation of the act invites disqualification from contesting the election and 

additionally imprisonment up to six year.  

7. Proliferation of the applicants inside the election is a primary problem within the 

Indian electoral machine. with a purpose to reduce the quantity of applicants and 

non-critical applicants, safety deposit has been improved.  

8. Contesting from multiple constituencies has been prohibited for popular election, 

meeting and bye-election and so forth. Now the identical candidate can contest from 

most of  constituencies at a time.  

9. country wide or state events were given the possibility to nominate every other 

character within 7 days because of the loss of life of the contesting candidate.  

10. wearing guns to the polling station or near to the polling station has been made 

as an offence and handled excessive punishment.  

1.3 TECHNOLOGICAL INTERVENTION IN INDIAN ELECTIONS 

Unfastened and honest elections are the bedrock of any healthy democracy. but 

engaging in loose and fair elections is easier stated than achieved. In a big and 

diverse u. s. like India, it's miles plenty extra complex and hard. Humongous 

logistics problems in terms of fabric and manpower are worried in the whole 

procedure. loose and fair elections want to provide level gambling field to all of the 

gamers in the game. The entire electoral procedure ought to be capturing real temper 

of the citizens. 

In India the sturdy electoral equipment and the tactics have ably been aided and 

bolstered through era. a primary push to use of era in the Indian elections got here 

with using electronic vote casting machines(EVMs). It totally disrupted the manner 

the elections had been conducted. Use of EVMs changed into no longer in reality the 
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alternative of strong ballot  containers and ballot  papers. It became a paradigm shift 

for every body such as the political events, candidates and the electorate. With 

creation of EVMs, sales space shooting in its conventional experience of the time 

period lost its sheen. The muscle electricity on the nearby stage couldn't guarantee 

conversion of physical sales space capturing into votes polled in favour of a selected 

candidate. The top rate carried by means of the local muscle electricity at the polling 

day decreased appreciably. The political parties hence moved as a long way as 

choice of candidates and use of the muscle power became concerned. the usage of 

EVMs proved boon for the election employees also. undertaking elections was once 

round the clock strenuous nightmarish exercising starting from cleaning of the ballot  

boxes to counting of votes jogging over a few days. The last minute wrangling over 

doubtful votes till announcement of results was horrible enjoy4. 

Brouhaha over the EVMs from time to time fizzles out after the spirited defence of 

its invincibility via the Election fee. As lately as on twenty second of November, 

2018, the best court dismissed a PIL seeking use of ballot  papers in instead of 

EVMs at some point of meeting & Lok Sabha polls. The court docket rightly 

discovered “each gadget and gadget is succesful to be used & misused. Doubts could 

be anywhere”. 

It's miles true that no technology in itself can claim to be tamper evidence. but, the 

processes installed vicinity to make the EVMs tamper proof aren't handiest strong 

however additionally very transparent. a further technical device known as 

VVPAT(Voter-proven Paper Audit trail) machine has been brought to instill the self 

assurance among the stakeholders. The voter can view the symbol of the candidate 

of his desire at the display of VVPAT machine after casting his vote via pressing the 

button of the EVM.the use of Election image identification playing cards for 

electorate on the time of vote casting has again been a technological intervention to 

obtain the purpose of truthful elections. it's far every other matter that different 

proofs of identity also are allowed on the day of ballot  to really ensure that nobody 

is deprived from workout his franchise. The electoral roll has also been wiped clean 

 
4 Heamshaw, “Democracy ofthe Crossways” (1982) 
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by using the usage of de-duplication software across the constituencies. in advance 

having the identical name at a couple of polling cubicles inside the equal/multiple 

constituency/ies resulted in the electoral malpractices. Use of suitable software has 

additionally ensured cropping of the elector’s photograph at the electoral roll. This 

ensures prohibition of solid voting on the day of poll. Linking of electoral roll with 

Aadhar database could further buttress the integrity of the roll and therefore purity 

of the election technique.  

Database of the polling personnel is thoroughly randomized the use of a software 

program advanced by means of the national Informatics Centre to ensure 

concealment of the identity of the polling station wherein any polling group of 

workers might be posted. This obfuscates any kind of intimidation or inducement of 

the polling employees. Intermix of the personnel in a polling birthday celebration is 

achieved in the sort of manner that no reputable is from the identical branch, region 

or elegance. Such finesse has been made viable only through use of appropriate era. 

Other logistical preparations referring to conduct of elections have also been made 

less difficult with the aid of technological intervention. Lakh of motors are used for 

ferrying guys and materials throughout the areas. specially, movement of security 

forces from a long way off locations was a nightmarish enjoy for car owners. loads 

of courtroom cases referring to fee of hiring costs had been contested for years 

collectively without any resolution to the delight of all of the parties. Now, with 

centralized monitoring gadget through a portal with GPS facility, the car 

management has end up far less complicated. all through the duration version code 

of behavior is in pressure, various permissions are sought through candidates and 

political events for rallies, conferences and many others. in advance, there used to be 

lawsuits of partiality and political partisanship in granting such permissions. With 

creation of Sugam portal- every other technological intervention- all the permission 

methods had been made surely obvious. 

Like Sugam portal, there's every other Portal called Samadhan that is used to 

monitor the complaints obtained from special quarters. The movement taken on each 
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criticism is recorded and is visible to all of the stakeholders -proper from the 

complainant to the officials sitting within the Election fee in Delhi. 

The Election fee has been the usage of some other technological marvel- video 

conferencing – very substantially for tracking of the complete election system. The 

commission has been taking innumerable meetings with the election machinery 

inside the discipline through video conferencing. at the day of poll, there is direct 

webcasting of the poll from the polling station. Any man or woman can watch all of 

the activities at the polling station from everywhere within the united states. this 

would were unthinkable a few years ago. lately, the fee has delivered ‘Cvigil’ app 

which may be utilized by the residents for posting their complaints without delay. 

The still pictures and movies may be uploaded. The app is in public domain. in the 

present day assembly elections for MP, Chhattisgarh, Telangana and Mizoram 

elections, this app is being considerably used. The app might move a protracted 

manner in boosting self belief inside the equity and transparency of the election 

process. The big technological intervention in conduct of election at each stage has 

certainly made it extra credible. It has helped in growing degree gambling area for 

all of the players in the sport main to unfastened and truthful elections- sine qua non 

for a real democracy.5 

1.4 DEFECTS WITHIN THE MODERN-DAY ELECTORAL DEVICE 

Despite the fact that there are different electoral systems within the world, the focal 

point is at the maximum popular two electoral structures. FPTP is the most effective 

shape which is broadly used within the decrease house election where the individual 

that is getting maximum variety of votes is said as elected. PR has many sub-

classifications. most popular one is listing gadget. here the political events come up 

with a listing of applicants to fill the seats and the seat may be allotted based on their 

vote percentage (Lijphart, 1994). some other variety is the only that is followed 

within the RS election. desire of candidate is critical right here. in the first ballot , if 

no person emerges because the winner the applicants with least wide variety of votes 

 
5 Sunny K.C., “Corrupt Practices in Election Law” (2005) 
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can be removed and their vote proportion might be disbursed some of the candidates 

with maximum votes. every so often many rounds of election are required for 

electing a person with clear majority and until then the voting will maintain (Ibid. P. 

108). inside the constituent assembly, discussions had been held concerning 

suitability of diverse electoral systems. Majority of individuals supported FPTPs 

because stability and team spirit was the two maximum important requirements at 

that point (Lipset and Rokken, 1967) 

CONCLUSION  

Democracy is seemed as the best form of presidency among the ones which is 

known to human type. There are four significant functions of democracy which 

distinguishes it from different sorts of governments and those consist of, the 

freedom to select and replace peoples representatives through unfastened and honest 

elections, freedom for active participation by way of the residents in politics and 

civic life, safety of human rights of the human beings and a rule of law where all are 

handled same before the law in equal occasions. A democratic machine ambitions at 

supplying political democracy, social democracy and monetary democracy to its 

citizens. Political democracy empowers the residents with universal grownup 

franchise to choose their elected representatives. Social democracy shows equal 

treatment of the residents no matter their starting place and social function. It strives 

closer to abolishing all forms of discriminations primarily based on caste, creed, 

faith, gender and so on. economic democracy empowers the citizens to pick and 

retain the legally accredited vocations in their choices to earn their livelihood and 

enhance their economic well-being. due to the fact that democracy is the rule of the 

people wherein the people act as the superb source of electricity, their power to pick 

and replace their political representative act because the very base of a democratic 

machine. for this reason elections play a very big function in a democratic machine. 

In the appearance of freedom, the founders of modern India have opted for an 

electoral democracy promising general grownup suffrage. An electoral democracy 

can provide people with infinite opportunities to realize their rights and liberties. 

conducting normal loose and fair elections therefore come to be imperative 

characteristic of a thriving democratic polity. The constitution of India has created 
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an impartial Election commission under Article 324 to hold forward a colourful 

democracy. The Election fee takes a vital role in accomplishing everyday, peaceful 

and systematic elections assuring democratic transfer of power. The fee is an 

quintessential a part of electoral process vested with powers to behavior unfastened 

and truthful elections throughout the country to safeguard humans‘s religion within 

the electoral method and the democratic system.6 
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